
Dear All

Happy Christmas to you all.  I would particularly like to wish all the sponsors of this newsletter a very special holiday time.  

What you probably do not know is that it is thanks mostly to Livingstone’s Adventure that the newsletter has continued 
over the past three years.  Daan Brink, the company MD, and Daan Geldenhuys, the company GM, offered to sponsor 
the newsletter every month so that I would keep going.  So, if you see either of them in town over this holiday period give 
them a big hug.  

This newsletter is a bit short because my computer is in hospital, probably gone through euthanasia by now but is being 
cloned into a new model.  

More books
Lusaka Times

Minister of Tourism and Arts Charles Banda has encouraged Zambian authors to write books on the country’s cultural 
heritage as a true identity of who they are.

Mr. Banda says if the country continues being weak in writing about its own heritage, present and future generations will 
not fully understand the country’s cultural heritage.

ZANIS reports that the minister said this last night in Lusaka when he offi ciated at the launch of three books ‘The 
Prehistory of the 73 plus Bantu Language Groups of Zambia’, ‘300 BC-AD1600, Zambia’s Outstanding Natural Cultural 
Historical Sites’ and ‘The Barotse in Maps by Nicholas Katenekwa. ...

ZAMBIA

Tourism Promotion in Turkey
From The Lusaka Times

The Zambian Mission in Turkey has partnered with Turkey Travel Agencies Association (TURSAB) to raise the bar of 
Zambia’s profi le as a tourism destination of choice.

Charge d’ Affaires of Zambia in Turkey Bwalya Nondo said the mission has lined up tourism promotion events in Turkey’s 
key cities of Istanbul, Antalya and Izmir.

Mr. Nondo hopes that through the initiative, Zambia’s pristine tourism attractions which include the Victoria Falls, the 
Wildlife and Cultural Ceremonies will attract more tourists from Turkey. ...

G: I am not convinced that such an expensive visit to Turkey is going to bring us many visitors.   



New houses for Chiefs in Kalabo
Lusaka Times

African Parks has embarked on a community project to construct 10 institutional houses for area Chiefs in Kalabo’s Liuwa 
National Park at a cost of K1.2 million. ...

Community Manager Walubita Sifuniso ... said the project was a way of paying back to the community for their 
commitment to support wildlife conservation in the area adding that Chiefs are heralds of sustainable growth.

Wildlife Drones
WWF Zambia

We are excited about our drone project which will be 
starting soon!
Following Government’s publication of guidelines on the 
use of Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS) also 
known Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAVs) or “drones”, we 
saw an opportunity for the Conservation sector to take 
advantage of recent advances in drone technology as cost 
effective and effi cient tools for surveillance, poaching threat 
detection and wildlife research applications.
In light of this, we will be supporting the Department of 
National Parks and Wildlife and its partners to attain 
“superiority in the air” for increased effi ciency in detecting 
and responding to poaching and other threats in the 
Country’s protected areas and increase our collective 
capacity to monitor and protect our natural world.

GRI - Zambia
We have some very happy staff at the Elephant Orphanage Project this 
rainy season as they’ve been kitted out with brand new gum boots to 
keep their feet dry during long walks in the bush. Thank you to November 
volunteer, Barbara Emery, for donating the gum boots for all the staff - 
you’ve made their rainy days a little more pleasant!

Mukambi Safari Lodge

For the past 4 days Mukambi has been hosting a large 
group of vets, ecologists, researchers and other staff 
from the Department of National Parks and Wildlife. They 
are attending a training course on carnivore behavior, 
distribution, monitoring, surveillance, and more conservation 
aspects. Very valuable information being shared and taken 
in!



Zambia Primate Project 

We tracked our 2016 release troop today and what a joy to 
see them all still together as a troop and looking so fi t and 
healthy. Eliza with her baby Suezeni and Blackie with her 
baby Manny can both be seen here - with 4 wild births in this 
troop to date!! It is 22 months now since we released these 
rescued monkeys and they are now fully integrated back to 
the wild living a truly free life. A really successful release for 
ZPP

Knee growths on buffaloes
Newsday

About 20 buffaloes at Hwange National Park have developed a strange growth on their knees which have rendered some 
immobile, with animal conservationists saying they were unsure of the cause of the infection.

On Saturday, the herd was spotted at a watering point at Hwange Safari Lodge.

Bhejane Trust founder, Trevor Lane also confi rmed the disease, saying: “We noticed some peculiar growth on some 
buffalos at Chemabondo area in the park while grazing. We haven’t established the cause yet, but they all appeared 
healthy, it’s just that they were struggling to graze and water properly,” he said.
“Nothing much has been done yet, but we are going to look into it with the Veterinary Services Department to fi nd out 
what causes the growth and possible treatment.”

ZIMBABWE

Victoria Falls Wildlife Trust

We are very happy to have managed to dart this elephant 
bull and take off the snare that was embedded in his front 
left leg. All went well with a quick darting as the animal went 
down sternal. Thank you to PWMA and John Karassellos 
for helping with the immobilization



Stichting Painted Dog Conservation

It all started on March 14, 2017 at 19.15H with an email: “Painted Dog Conservation sounds interesting. Please send me 
more information. We are soon starting to look for projects 
to nominate for reDEW Earth Prize 2017.”

Today at 18.58H the phone rang: “Hello this is Anders from 
reDEW8 live from our Gala evening and we have a winner 
for the reDEW8 Earth Prize 2017.”

We couldn’t believe it when they told us the Painted Dog 
Conservation Project was chosen to be the winner of 
250000 Swedish Crones (about 25000 euros).

Friends of Hwange

How lovely it was to see the park looking so lush on a recent trip 
to Hwange. Some early widespread rain has clothed the veld in 
glorious shades of green. Delicate new Mopane leaves, waxy and 
glistening, range in colour from pale yellow and orange to deep 
russet red, and some of the teak trees are already bearing pretty 
purple blooms. There are pools of natural water lying in various dips 
and hollows, and the pans are fi lling up nicely aided by the solar 
pumps which have been installed at most water holes and have 
proved extremely successful so far. ...

The water situation throughout the park has been good throughout 
the year. Gary experienced a few anxious days at the end of the 
dry season when a cloudy spell of weather meant the solar pumps 
produced scant water. With temperatures soaring, asides from water 
to drink, elephants need to bathe to avoid overheating, and the 
levels in the pans quickly dropped. The situation resolved with the 
onset of some rain when the pachyderms headed towards the south 
of the park in numbers, and the solar pumps quickly replenished 
water levels. Friends of Hwange has so far drilled a total of 13 new 
boreholes and installed over thirty solar pumps throughout the Main 
Camp region. Most recently, WWF assisted with funds to equip fi ve 
pans in the far south of the park. These pans are very important as 

they 
are 
the 
fi rst in line when parched elephants travel northwards at the 
onset of the dry season.
However, Mbazo was found to need a new borehole as 
was Secheche, so FOH stepped in to fund these. It is a 
priority to equip these new holes asap, and as ongoing 
maintenance is also a constant concern, fund raising 
remains a top priority.



Incentive Travel

Wilderness Safaris has announced the opening of its new Classic Camp, Qorokwe, situated in the private, wildlife-rich 26 
180-hectare (64 692-acre) Qorokwe Concession, bordering Moremi Game Reserve in the Okavango Delta, Botswana. 
Meaning “the place where the buffalo broke through the bush into the water”, Qorokwe comprises nine elegant tented 
suites, one of which is a spacious family unit with its own splash pool, as well as a dining area, lounge, library, bar and 
infi nity swimming pool, all situated along the banks of a beautiful lagoon.  ...

G: This concession seems to be one of the hunting concessions in the past.  Botswana banned all hunting in 2014.  The 

local communities were worried that they would lose their income from the hunting safaris but it seems that slowly but 

surely the concessions are being taken over by photographic safaris. 

China extends $213m loan facility for 3 projects
The Herald

The People’s Republic of China yesterday extended a $153 million loan facility to Zimbabwe for the upgrade of the Robert 
Gabriel Mugabe International Airport, as the two countries continue to deepen their bilateral relationship.

The Asian giant also announced two grants for the construction of the New Parliament Building in Mount Hampden, 
including the High Performance Computing Centre being constructed at the University of Zimbabwe, taking the total to 
$213 million. ...

BOTSWANA



North-West communities pilot climate smart projects 
Mmegi

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and government-funded projects in the North West region are 
piloting green technologies for uptake by the communities.  The projects, known as Sustainable Land Management 
(SLM), aim to help communities mitigate and adapt to climate change challenges in Chobe, Makgadikgadi and Ngamiland 
districts. Further the project aims to promote the uptake of green technologies in Botswana by showcasing their viability to 
the people.

During a recently held SLM conference in Maun, which attracted stakeholders from the three districts, the projects 
unveiled three climate smart products.  The products unveiled included Lake Ngami charcoal, solar stove piloted by Bio-
Chobe and conservation agriculture, which was steered by Makgadikgadi SLM. ...

The production of the charcoal will be undertaken by Lake Ngami Community Trust, which is an entity engaging in 
community-based natural resources programme which includes fi shing, tourism and other related services.

Koboto explained that the project funded a training trip for trust members to Namibia and procured requisite equipment. 
“This project presents dual benefi ts. It promotes quality beef by controlling bush encroachment for cattle farmers in the 
area. From remains of the unwanted trees we produce charcoal sold to the markets,” he said.

The fully packaged charcoal is produced from excess wood from a tree species called Acacia Erioloba also known as 
mogotho in Setswana.

Lake Ngami trust manager, Galefele Maokeng explained that the trust has come up with a strategy to ensure they 
continue producing charcoal from bush encroachment even after the project. He said: “This is a spinoff venture. We have 
packaged it to the tastes of the market”.

Maokeng explained that their product, which is packaged in four kilogramme packets, will mostly be sold to the tourism 
sector and members of the public and will in future be made available nationally with potential to exploit the export 
market. However, he assured that they intend to sustainably undertake the business without any harm or overharvesting 
of the Acacia Erioloba.

Meanwhile, Koboto stated that to help communities mitigate and adapt to climate change, they are promoting 
conservation agriculture (CA) in Makgadikgadi and Seronga areas in Ngamiland. Continuously, smallholder farmers are 
getting exposed to the woes of climate change.

Due to unpredictable rainfall patterns, farmers can longer rely on indigenous knowledge. CA refers to a set of soil 
management practices that minimise the disruption of the soil’s structure, composition and natural biodiversity. The 
practice has proven potential to improve crop yields and is environmentally friendly. ...

Elephant Sands 

Please when driving at night through wildlife areas drive slow or dont drive at 
night at all.... These are results of speeding!, please drive with caution for the 
wildlife* please share!



Bushwhackers Campworld 

Carnivore distribution in Namibia - Your help is needed, 
please share this post.

There are about 34 carnivore species in Namibia, ranging 
from meerkat, mongooses, genets and small cats to 
hyaenas, wild dog and large cats (cheetah, leopard & lion). 
The NCE (Namibian Chamber of Environment) is currently 
working to improve the information they have on the 
distribution of these carnivores.
By spreading this message Bushwhackers Campworld is 
helping to fi ll in the gaps.

You can see more detail on the Atlasing in Namibia website 
www.the-eis.com/atlas and you can also enter new records 
there.

Chinese Ambassador Warning
New Era

Chinese Ambassador to Namibia Zhang Yiming has echoed his earlier warning to fellow Chinese nationals to refrain 
from poaching and to strictly abide by Namibian laws, as anything contrary to this will tarnish the excellent diplomatic ties 
existing between the two countries.
Zhang said Chinese nationals who engage in poaching and other illegal activities create a bad image and tarnish the 
reputation of all well-meaning Chinese business people and expatriates in Namibia.
“In every country we have a few rotten apples, but those rotten apples cannot represent the image of the country, the 
image of the majority of innocent people. I can assure you that the Chinese government will continue to render our 
assistance to the line ministry, to the law enforcement agencies, to protect the wildlife in Namibia,” he said, reiterating 
appeals he has made since his appointment as he strives to strengthen and take the existing relationship to a political 
high.

NAMIBIA

Ongava Game Reserve

A porcupine living on the wild side... 
Not one of the lions bothered him at all!



More compensation for humans killed by wildlife demanded
New Era

There are calls to adjust the compensation in relation to loss of human life to N$10,000 for funeral arrangements, and 
N$500,000 for death reimbursement for injuries sustained by wildlife animals.

These recommendations were revealed by Weich Mupya yesterday, a committee member of the National Council 
standing committee on Habitat on the public hearings conducted on the motion on Huma-Wildlife Confl ict (HWC) in the 
regions from September 9 to October 6.

The committee also recommended a trust be introduced that would take care of all losses incurred due to HWC. “Effect, 
therefore, allowances of N$5000 for kids and N$1000 for school going ones per month. The grant payments to continue 
up to the age of 21 years,” Mupya told the National Council.

The committee found that the current compensation scheme in relation to the current National Policy on HWC 
Management of 2009 was overwhelmingly scoffed at by all witnesses in all the places where hearing sessions were run.
...

For livestock attack compensation, they proposed that all compensation should encompass calves, heifers, cows, bulls 
and oxen, and the offset amounts were established.

They were established that compensation for a cow (low quality breeds) be compensated for N$8,000, bulls (low quality 
breeds) for N$10,000, goat (high quality) N$2,000, pig N$2,000, donkey N$1,500, calf (0-6 months) N$1,000, calf (6-12 
months) N$2,500, cow (best breeds) N$15,000, bull (best breeds) N$20,000 TO n$25,000, sheep N$2,200, goat (low 
quality breed) N$1,000 while a horse can fetch N$5,000.

He said the compensation should be inclusive of all places where such cases occur, that is either in the kraal or anywhere 
on the grazing areas. For crops, the committee recommend that an amount of N$1,500 per quarter of a hectare be 
compensates while an amount of N$6,000 to be paid per hectare.

They recommended to the ministry of Environment and Tourism to respond quicker to HWC concerns and that responses 
to loss of human life and injuries be carried out on helicopters.

Andrea Severin Birds of Namibia
 
WARNING - Low visibility in Etosha National Park, due to 
Queleas activity.
This photo was taken in August this year at Olifantsbad 
waterhole
…as you can clearly NOT see :-)



Tanzania used as case study for quickly and cheaply identifying wildlife corridors in need of conservation
Mongabay

Researchers at the University of California, Davis have developed a methodology that they say can help identify the most 
important wildlife corridors to keep open in a cost-effective and timely manner.
In a study summarizing their results published in the journal PloS one, the authors note that wildlife populations that 
are isolated due to not having access to corridors that allow them to move between protected areas can suffer from 
compromised genetic variability and are less able to shift their range in response to global climate change.
The researchers used what they describe as “least-cost methods” to develop a methodology for assessing wildlife 
corridors at a national scale, which they then applied to Tanzania as a case study.

As local wildlife populations around the world are increasingly forced to rely on reserves hemmed in by agricultural land, 
urban areas, and other human developments, it’s more crucial than ever that we keep corridors open between protected 
areas. So researchers at the University of California, Davis have developed a methodology that they say can help identify 
the most important wildlife corridors to keep open in a cost-effective and timely manner. ...

Essentially, what Riggio and Caro did was look at land conversion patterns to model corridors that could be used by 
wildlife to move between Tanzania’s protected areas, then interviewed locals to determine whether or not the corridors 
they had discovered were actually useful to local animal populations. “Interviews with people living within or adjacent to 
wildlife corridors can provide accurate information on wildlife movements that can be obtained fairly easily,” Caro said in a 
statement. “These data can then be used to validate connectivity models.”

He and Riggio found 52 intact corridors connecting protected areas in Tanzania, 23 more than had been identifi ed by 
offi cial surveys the Tanzanian government conducted in 2009. They also discovered that 21 of the 24 corridors that the 
government report stated were likely to have already been severed were actually still structurally connected.

“Nonetheless, nearly a sixth of all the wildlife corridors 
identifi ed in Tanzania in 2009 have potentially been 
separated by land conversion, and a third now pass across 
lands likely to be converted to human use in the near 
future,” Riggio and Caro write.

G:  In Zambia many GMAs abut our National Parks and 

are used as hunting or photographic areas.  However, the 

GMAs do belong to the communities and are multi-use so 

villages and farms are often scattered throughout them, 

thereby causing a barrier to wildlife movement.  

In an article this week, an MP in Luapula Province moved 

vendors from the Mukuka Bridge so that the wildlife could 

move freely.  So rather than move people once they have 

occupied a site, I think we could do with a bit of research 

similar to the above story to make sure that people do not 

move into wildlife corridors in the fi rst place.   

TANZANIA

MALAWI
Malawi suffers blackouts as drought exposes 98% reliance on hydro power
Uk Guardian

Large parts of Malawi have been plunged into darkness as water levels at the country’s main hydro power plant fell to 
critical levels due to a severe drought, according to its electricity company.

The impoverished southern African country which relies on hydroelectricity has been hit by intermitted blackouts since last 
year, but the outages have recently worsened, lasting up to 25 hours.

The state-owned Electricity Supply Corporation of Malawi (Escom) said on Thursday that power output had been halved 
as water levels in the Shire river dropped to critical levels.

The water from the river normally generates a total of 300 megawatts of electricity, which is 98% of the country’s supply. 
“For the past three weeks, the available capacity was 160 megawatts,” said Escom said in a statement. ...



EXCHANGE RATES

US$1 K9.95

P10.34

Nam$13.60

WEATHER

Min Temp Max Temp

21°C (70)  32°C (90)

Have a good two weeks 

Gill

There has been a lot of comments on Social Media over the past week of the latest sculptures to be displayed in Ndola.  
What do you think?

A  SMILE


